
Subject: Doctor Phil, Internet Psychologist
Posted by Aircraftkiller on Mon, 05 Dec 2011 04:08:24 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Session Start: Sun Dec 04 22:38:55 2011
Session Ident: JoeGDI
[10:38pm] Session Ident: JoeGDI (St0rmNet, Aircraftkiller)
(JoeGDI@CCBAB8FB.EA5580BE.FF6CDE19.IP)
[10:38pm] <�14JoeGDI�> Psychologists would agree that some (if not all) of these pathetic
"grammar Nazis", as they like to call themselves, are anal retentive neat-freaks w...ho are very
lonely people with idiosyncrasies, who blame others for their own failures and frustrations, and
most likely to be suffering from some form of mental disorder. These grammar Nazis are aware
that their thoughts and behaviour are not rational, but they feel bound to comply with 
[10:38pm] <�14JoeGDI�> Classic signs of a grammar Nazi:
[10:38pm] <�14JoeGDI�> * obsessive, intrusive or unpleasant thoughts to correct others' spelling
and/or grammar mistakes that recur and persist despite efforts to ignore or confront them
[10:38pm] <�14JoeGDI�> * compulsion to carry out their obsession to correct others' spelling
and/or as an escape from these thoughts
[10:38pm] <�14JoeGDI�> * very low self-esteem
[10:38pm] <�14JoeGDI�> * fears of rejection
[10:39pm] <�14JoeGDI�> * delusions of grandeur
[10:39pm] <�14JoeGDI�> * abusive behaviour
[10:39pm] <�14JoeGDI�> * frustrations and insecurities
[10:39pm] <�14JoeGDI�> * extreme social inadequacy/awkwardness
[10:39pm] <�14JoeGDI�> * very poor image perception
[10:39pm] <�14JoeGDI�> * self-criticism or self-loathing
[10:39pm] <�14JoeGDI�> These grammar Nazis often have very traumatic childhood and have
suffered a great deal of loss and rejection during anal phase - when these individuals were being
toilet-trained, and persisted through adolescence and adulthood. As children and adolescents,
they were always bullied by some group of individuals who were considered more attractive and
more famous in their environment. When bullied, abused or confronted, these future Nazis w
[10:39pm] <�14JoeGDI�> They are extremely narcissistic, gullible, irritable, very highly immature,
argumentative and/or combative only in writing but not in real life, because they are physically
unable to fight back. Therefore, they are determined to exterminate anyone they perceive as their
enemy to mask their weakness. Their only means of defense and sexual release against their
abnormalities is through overcompensation, that is, by trying too hard to appea
[10:39pm] <�14JoeGDI�> What these poor individuals do not know is that by pretending to be
smart, they actually look more dumb or stupid than the people they are correcting, especially on
the Internet. They also do not know what irony and sarcasm are for when people are deliberately
trying to misspell words or use incorrect grammar to insult or annoy them. And even if they do,
they refuse to accept them because these pedantic freaks are very narrow-minded, dis
[10:39pm] <�14JoeGDI�> i hope you can get out of it, it wont be easy m8
�00[10:42pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> Too gay; didn't read
Session Close: Sun Dec 04 22:42:36 2011
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(JoeGDI@CCBAB8FB.EA5580BE.FF6CDE19.IP)
[10:42pm] <�14JoeGDI�> self preservation
[10:42pm] <�14JoeGDI�> 
[10:43pm] <�14JoeGDI�> least your well aware by now i see right through you, to the very core
[10:43pm] <�14JoeGDI�> it can be undone
[10:43pm] <�14JoeGDI�> the thing thats wrong with you
[10:43pm] <�14JoeGDI�> if you work at it
[10:44pm] <�14JoeGDI�> the light is something to step into
[10:44pm] <�14JoeGDI�> not everyone sees the world like you, so they actually consider helping
others
�00[10:44pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> Too gay, didn't read
[10:44pm] <�14JoeGDI�> i dont believe that for a second
[10:44pm] <�14JoeGDI�> your just being a boy
[10:45pm] <�14JoeGDI�> your pretty much talkin to god here man
[10:45pm] <�14JoeGDI�> none of the crap will work
[10:45pm] <�14JoeGDI�> (not that im god) but compared to you......
[10:45pm] <�14JoeGDI�> your like an oyster
[10:45pm] <�14JoeGDI�> to an oyster a chimpunk is a god
[10:46pm] <�14JoeGDI�> good luck gettin out of that shell
�00[10:47pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> Stop PMing me ffs
[10:47pm] <�14JoeGDI�> of course:P
[10:47pm] <�14JoeGDI�> very predictable
�00[10:47pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> I don't give a shit about whatever preachy bullshit you're trying to
foister on me
[10:47pm] <�14JoeGDI�> Psychologists would agree that some (if not all) of these pathetic
"grammar Nazis", as they like to call themselves, are anal retentive neat-freaks w...ho are very
lonely people with idiosyncrasies, who blame others for their own failures and frustrations, and
most likely to be suffering from some form of mental disorder. These grammar Nazis are aware
that their thoughts and behaviour are not rational, but they feel bound to comply with 
[10:47pm] <�14JoeGDI�> Classic signs of a grammar Nazi:
[10:47pm] <�14JoeGDI�> * obsessive, intrusive or unpleasant thoughts to correct others' spelling
and/or grammar mistakes that recur and persist despite efforts to ignore or confront them
[10:47pm] <�14JoeGDI�> * compulsion to carry out their obsession to correct others' spelling
and/or as an escape from these thoughts
[10:47pm] <�14JoeGDI�> * very low self-esteem
[10:47pm] <�14JoeGDI�> * fears of rejection
[10:47pm] <�14JoeGDI�> * delusions of grandeur
[10:47pm] <�14JoeGDI�> * abusive behaviour
[10:47pm] <�14JoeGDI�> * frustrations and insecurities
[10:47pm] <�14JoeGDI�> * extreme social inadequacy/awkwardness
[10:47pm] <�14JoeGDI�> * very poor image perception
[10:47pm] <�14JoeGDI�> * self-criticism or self-loathing
[10:47pm] <�14JoeGDI�> These grammar Nazis often have very traumatic childhood and have
suffered a great deal of loss and rejection during anal phase - when these individuals were being
toilet-trained, and persisted through adolescence and adulthood. As children and adolescents,
they were always bullied by some group of individuals who were considered more attractive and
more famous in their environment. When bullied, abused or confronted, these future Nazis w
�00[10:48pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> Seriously
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[10:48pm] <�14JoeGDI�> They are extremely narcissistic, gullible, irritable, very highly immature,
argumentative and/or combative only in writing but not in real life, because they are physically
unable to fight back. Therefore, they are determined to exterminate anyone they perceive as their
enemy to mask their weakness. Their only means of defense and sexual release against their
abnormalities is through overcompensation, that is, by trying too hard to appea
[10:48pm] <�14JoeGDI�> What these poor individuals do not know is that by pretending to be
smart, they actually look more dumb or stupid than the people they are correcting, especially on
the Internet. They also do not know what irony and sarcasm are for when people are deliberately
trying to misspell words or use incorrect grammar to insult or annoy them. And even if they do,
they refuse to accept them because these pedantic freaks are very narrow-minded, dis
[10:48pm] <�14JoeGDI�> later
�00[10:48pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> When I say "too gay didn't read" I really mean that. I'm not
reading anything you're writing. I can tell it's some dumb shit about how you think you're right and
I'm wrong
�00[10:48pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> I don't care
[10:48pm] <�14JoeGDI�> i didnt write that
[10:48pm] <�14JoeGDI�> 
�00[10:48pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> Paste
�00[10:48pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> Good job finding the copy/paste hotkey
[10:48pm] <�14JoeGDI�> thought youd find what someone else said usefull
[10:49pm] <�14JoeGDI�> its out there man
[10:49pm] <�14JoeGDI�> its real
�00[10:49pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> Why? If it has anything to do with your narrow view of
"narccisism" you need to get a grip
�00[10:49pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> Go troll someone else, you're bad at it
[10:49pm] <�14JoeGDI�> nah its not about that
�00[10:49pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> LOL "anal phase"
[10:50pm] <�14JoeGDI�> yeah lol funny eh
�00[10:50pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> Freud's work on "anal" or "oral" development stages has been
completely discredited
�00[10:50pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> Why are you even linking me this shit
[10:50pm] <�14JoeGDI�> you seem to act like you think your not good enough so it makes sense
[10:50pm] <�14JoeGDI�> maybe you were bad at potty training
�00[10:50pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> I'm an artist, dumbfuck
[10:50pm] <�14JoeGDI�> ask your parents
�00[10:50pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> My work is never good enough.
�00[10:50pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> It's part of being an artist.
[10:50pm] <�14JoeGDI�> hah your a hermit
�00[10:51pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> Really?
[10:51pm] <�14JoeGDI�> artist is a compensatory process of elimination your went thru
�00[10:51pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> Nigga. What do you really know about me?
[10:51pm] <�14JoeGDI�> like a yoga instructer
[10:51pm] <�14JoeGDI�> message therapist
[10:51pm] <�14JoeGDI�> you fuck everything else up
[10:51pm] <�14JoeGDI�> reduced to artist
�00[10:51pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> C'mon my nigga, tell me everything you actually know about me.
Something that isn't based on me making you pissed off. What do you truly know about me or who
I am?
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[10:52pm] <�14JoeGDI�> this is just my area
[10:52pm] <�14JoeGDI�> i got something for you
�00[10:52pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> You're not a psychologist.
[10:52pm] <�14JoeGDI�> you dont know that 
[10:52pm] <�14JoeGDI�> and id not tell
�00[10:52pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> First of all, any reputable psychologist does not attempt to make
e-diagnoses. It's not possible without knowing them.
�00[10:52pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> I've taken psych classes in college.
[10:52pm] <�14JoeGDI�> its impossible period.
[10:52pm] <�14JoeGDI�> 
�00[10:52pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> No shit.
�00[10:52pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> That's what I just said.
[10:52pm] <�14JoeGDI�> its up to you
�00[10:52pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> � It's not possible without knowing them.
[10:53pm] <�14JoeGDI�> millions that didnt want it to work dont stop you if you want it to
[10:53pm] <�14JoeGDI�> youll really like lookin at this from the outside
[10:53pm] <�14JoeGDI�> if you can get out.
�00[10:54pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> Get out from what? You don't know a fucking thing about me.
[10:54pm] <�14JoeGDI�> theres a whole world beyond your little artistic mind
�00[10:54pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> I'd laugh at you right now if I weren't so concerned that you were
batshit insane.
[10:54pm] <�14JoeGDI�> heh reversing it
[10:54pm] <�14JoeGDI�> classic
[10:54pm] <�14JoeGDI�> have some accountability
�00[10:54pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> I'm sorry, are you really trying to psycho-analyze me? You just
admitted that you can't diagnose anyone online.
�00[10:54pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> Make up your mind.
[10:54pm] <�14JoeGDI�> you cant diagnose anyone ever is what i said
[10:55pm] <�14JoeGDI�> dont make my mind up 
�00[10:55pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> You're terrible at this psychology stuff. I hope you don't think
you're a psychologist because you happen to have stolen a copy of the DSM IV.
[10:55pm] <�14JoeGDI�> im so bad you have to say that
�00[10:56pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> Let's break this down.
�00[10:56pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> What're you trying to accomplish?
�00[10:56pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> Give me a good reason before I use my ignore function and quit
multi-tasking
[10:58pm] <�14JoeGDI�> ok im back
�00[10:58pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> You're boring me now. Get on with it.
[10:58pm] <�14JoeGDI�> make sure you read the stuff man, im sure youd want to know if i was
right
[10:59pm] <�14JoeGDI�> then again you argued with several of the points you didnt read so..
�00[10:59pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> Totally not interested in reading anything that has to do with
Freud's discredited "anal" or "oral" phases.
[10:59pm] <�14JoeGDI�> take it serious.
[11:00pm] <�14JoeGDI�> theres a mechanism stoppng you from realsing how stupid you are, youll
be an artist forever at this rate, locked in your office not allowed to deal with the wife and kids
once youv started drinking
[11:00pm] <�14JoeGDI�> and if your not locking yourself up, start.
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�00[11:00pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> Hahaha
[11:01pm] <�14JoeGDI�> l8r m8r
�00[11:01pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> Okay, now I'm laughing.
�00[11:01pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> "how stupid you are" coming from a guy whose ability to type
simple words and formulate language appears to have ceased at the fourth-grade level.
[11:01pm] <�14JoeGDI�> good thing you werent havin that being trolle buisness
[11:01pm] <�14JoeGDI�> What these poor individuals do not know is that by pretending to be
smart, they actually look more dumb or stupid than the people they are correcting, especially on
the Internet. They also do not know what irony and sarcasm are for when people are deliberately
trying to misspell words or use incorrect grammar to insult or annoy them.
[11:01pm] <�14JoeGDI�> that mechanism ^^
[11:02pm] <�14JoeGDI�> you just cant see it 
�00[11:02pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> Keep copy-pasting the points of other people in an attempt to
sound like you're not a dipshit
�00[11:02pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> Original thought, how does it work?
[11:02pm] <�14JoeGDI�> i dont care what i am
[11:02pm] <�14JoeGDI�> What these poor individuals do not know is that by pretending to be
smart, they actually look more dumb or stupid than the people they are correcting, especially on
the Internet. They also do not know what irony and sarcasm are for when people are deliberately
trying to misspell words or use incorrect grammar to insult or annoy them.
[11:02pm] <�14JoeGDI�> i put 2 and 2 together, i dont have to have written that
[11:02pm] <�14JoeGDI�> seems logical right
�00[11:03pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> I could go to several websites right now that would back up my
views of you without any problem pasting lines that say "People who can't type simple words are
fucking retarded" but that doesn't mean a damn thing.
�00[11:03pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> Logic? Hardly.
[11:03pm] <�14JoeGDI�> a normal person would have just ignored it, several minutes in is proof
�00[11:03pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> What's normal?
[11:03pm] <�14JoeGDI�> 
�00[11:03pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> Define normal please.
[11:03pm] <�14JoeGDI�> conscience
[11:03pm] <�14JoeGDI�> remorse
[11:03pm] <�14JoeGDI�> empathy
�00[11:03pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> BZZZZZT.
�00[11:03pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> WRONG.
[11:03pm] <�14JoeGDI�> nope
�00[11:04pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�>  
�  �    � � � �  �      � �     �     �      � 
 �     �  � �     � �     �      � � �    � � 
�      � � �    � � �      � � �    � �
�00[11:04pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�>  

� � � �    � � � �    � � � �      � �    � �
�00[11:04pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�>  
�  � � �  � � �  � � �      �     �       �  �  
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�00[11:04pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�>  
�  �  � � � � �  � � �    � � �  �          �  � 

�00[11:04pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�>  
�  �   �  � �  � �      � �     �       �  �   
 �  �   � �    �  �         �  �   �  �   � � 
�      � �      � �      � �  �   � �
�00[11:04pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> Normal is what everyone else is and you are not.
[11:04pm] <�14JoeGDI�> youve got your own self serving view of normal eh?
[11:04pm] <�14JoeGDI�> illusion man
�00[11:04pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> There is no objective definition to "normal" applied to human
sociological behavior.
[11:04pm] <�14JoeGDI�> lol
�00[11:04pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> Now fuck off.
[11:04pm] <�14JoeGDI�> your lucky, youll never see it
�00[11:04pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> Never see what? That I think you're a dipshit?
[11:05pm] <�14JoeGDI�> nah yourself
�00[11:05pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> I already realized that long agol.
�00[11:05pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> Er
�00[11:05pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> Ago.
[11:05pm] <�14JoeGDI�> poor thing
�00[11:05pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> Poor thing.
[11:05pm] <�14JoeGDI�> me?
�00[11:05pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> Yes, you.
�00[11:05pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> Look at you.
[11:05pm] <�14JoeGDI�> oh i thought maybe i was all wrong and you agreed with me
�00[11:05pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> You're so fixated on trying to make me feel like I'm stupid.
�00[11:05pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> It's kind of sad.
[11:05pm] <�14JoeGDI�> guess im right
�00[11:05pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> Do you always go on a crusade against people?
[11:05pm] <�14JoeGDI�> i dont think your stupid
�00[11:05pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> That's not normal.
[11:05pm] <�14JoeGDI�> i think you have a block
[11:05pm] <�14JoeGDI�> like writers block
�00[11:05pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> Your vendetta is pretty ugly.
�00[11:05pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> No.
�00[11:06pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> I enjoy making dumb people angry over the Internet.
�00[11:06pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> I've said it many times.
[11:06pm] <�14JoeGDI�> your schema makes you think its a vendetta
�00[11:06pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> It's so easy, too.
[11:06pm] <�14JoeGDI�> imagine my efforts if they werent what you think they are
�00[11:06pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> Look at you.
�00[11:06pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> You fall for it.
�00[11:06pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> You keep replying.
[11:06pm] <�14JoeGDI�> imagine my efforts if they werent what you think they are
[11:06pm] <�14JoeGDI�> why would i be doing this
�00[11:06pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> Keep it up. I might post this entire conversation on
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renegadeforums.com for people to laugh at you.
[11:06pm] <�14JoeGDI�> do it i dont go there
�00[11:06pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> Actually, I think I will.
[11:06pm] <�14JoeGDI�> sweet
[11:07pm] <�14JoeGDI�> youll prolly find 50 fucked up people to make you feel better
[11:07pm] <�14JoeGDI�> thats easy
�00[11:07pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> I don't need fifty.
�00[11:07pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> You'll suffice.
[11:07pm] <�14JoeGDI�> you took it wrong

Haha, all that shit he pasted came from 
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Grammar-Nazis-are-a-bunch-of-very-pathetic-people-
who-hardly-get-laid/205662826153902?sk=info

Subject: Re: Doctor Phil, Internet Psychologist
Posted by nikki6ixx on Mon, 05 Dec 2011 06:01:15 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Quote:[10:42pm] <�04Aircraftkiller�> Too gay; didn't read

Sums it up. Though I do tend to dislike self-appointed internet forum editors, myself. 

Subject: Re: Doctor Phil, Internet Psychologist
Posted by Aircraftkiller on Mon, 05 Dec 2011 06:04:21 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Sure - most people do. It's a natural reaction. I'd wager it has something to do with feeling
humiliated or whatever, at least this is the basic comprehension I garnered from the psychology
class I took last year.

Subject: Re: Doctor Phil, Internet Psychologist
Posted by nikki6ixx on Mon, 05 Dec 2011 07:14:33 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

I dealt with editors on a daily basis, and also had to copy-edit. It's a lousy job. I wouldn't know why
someone would do it for free on the internet. Especially when the person that is being criticized
won't learn from their mistakes in the first place. You can't fix stupid, as the IRC logs show. 

Subject: Re: Doctor Phil, Internet Psychologist
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Posted by Generalcamo on Tue, 13 Dec 2011 21:45:19 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

.... oh.. my.. god.

These idiots try to kill the English language with LOL, ROFL, and all that stuff, and try to go
e-physiologist on people who still create art with the language. It is just so stupid.

Subject: Re: Doctor Phil, Internet Psychologist
Posted by TankClash on Wed, 14 Dec 2011 08:59:51 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

also slang... http://www.youtube.com/watch?NR=1&feature=endscreen&v=--5NkNPz7uE

Subject: Re: Doctor Phil, Internet Psychologist
Posted by liquidv2 on Wed, 14 Dec 2011 12:28:33 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

you can tell which lines he copy/pasted and which he managed all on his own by the spelling

i hate that   

Subject: Re: Doctor Phil, Internet Psychologist
Posted by Gohax on Fri, 16 Dec 2011 08:31:05 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

liquidv2 wrote on Wed, 14 December 2011 05:28you can tell which lines he copy/pasted and
which he managed all on his own by the spelling

i hate that   

Based off his logic, the stuff that was spelt correctly was the stuff he wrote. The terrible mispelling
was the copy paste. This guy is fucking bright. Next time I meet him, I'm going to see him. I think I
have artists block on graphic designing in photoshop. Seems like he'd be able to help.

Btw, wtf did you do for him to PM you this shit?

Subject: Re: Doctor Phil, Internet Psychologist
Posted by Aircraftkiller on Fri, 16 Dec 2011 08:44:03 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

I don't even remember. Probably said "GET SHIT ON" in-game and he got mad. Started calling
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me a narcissist. I do remember that part. He got kicked and came back under the name
"Narcissist" lol, started pasting lines of self-help shit.
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